Loss of viable neuronal units in the proximal stump as possible cause for poor function recovery following nerve reconstructions.
Function recovery after nerve reconstructions is often poor. Could this be caused by a loss of viable neuronal units proximal to the nerve reconstruction? The number of neuronal units (i.e., a motor or sensory neuron, including its axon and axonal branches) in the proximal segments of reconstructed peripheral nerves were studied using a novel magnetic recording technique. In five rabbits a common personal nerve was transected and microsurgically reconstructed. After 8 weeks regeneration time the nerve compound action signals were recorded magnetically from the reconstructed as well as from the healthy contralateral peroneal nerve and from peroneal nerves of five unoperated control animals. The amplitudes of the recorded signals were compared and the diameter distribution histograms were calculated. These calculations were based on the conduction distance between the stimulator and the sensor and the conduction velocities of 30 different axon diameter classes ranging from 3 to 18 microns. Our results indicate that there is a reduction of approximately 50% in the number of viable neuronal units at 10 mm proximal to a simple nerve reconstruction after 8 weeks regeneration time. The number of neuronal units innervating a hand is strongly correlated with clinical function in a healthy hand. The reduction in viable neuronal units after a reconstruction, demonstrated in our experiments, corresponds with a frequently clinically observed decrease in function after nerve reconstructions. Therefore, we suggest that the number of viable neuronal units may be a good indicator of final functional recovery.